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There are 175 million downloads that vouch for the 
strengths of MongoDB. Combining developer ease-of-
use and extensive scaling options, the world’s leading 
document database is trusted by users across banking, 
healthcare, heavy industry, and more. 

Running MongoDB on Kubernetes offers an even 
more powerful combination, with a host of additional 
operations benefits. Added to this, the efficiency of 
Kubernetes can reduce the costs of running Mongo by 
an order of magnitude when compared to hosted cloud 
alternatives and DBaaS offerings. 

But is it enterprise-ready?

The magical Mongo/Kube mix brings with it some 
challenges. Cloud-based storage and the ephemeral 
nature of the Kubernetes scheduler can make it difficult to 
deliver fully-hardened, production-ready applications.

These difficulties become painfully apparent when write 
guarantees are used within MongoDB, to ensure data is 
correctly persisted to storage.

 

Ondat for MongoDB

Reduce lagging nodes due to  
cluster activity

MongoDB is highly resilient, but when running it on 
Kubernetes, node interruptions can cause significant 
performance issues, especially when using a primary-
secondary-arbiter (PSA) architecture. 

With PSA configured when Kubernetes reschedules a 
MongoDB pod, it can cause durable commits to lag. As 
this happens, writes are automatically persisted to disk, 
causing an enormous IO spike until the cluster returns 
to normal. Here again, the limitations of cloud storage 
can significantly exacerbate the problem, with network-
based storage taking up to 15 minutes to be rescheduled.

Ondat eliminates this issue by allowing Kubernetes 
operators to use the underlying, high-performance 
local ephemeral storage.  MongoDB nodes have access 
to high-performance SSDs with low and predictable 
latency. In addition, Ondat’s in-built data replication 
ensures that data is instantly available to the MongoDB 
node as soon as it is rescheduled, reducing MongoDB 
pod interruption to bare minimum levels for business-
critical applications.

Key Features

 Ondat Solution

Ondat removes the pain, allowing MongoDB 
administrators to enjoy the significant operational 
benefits of Kubernetes without compromising 
on MongoDB performance or resiliency. 
With deterministic performance and storage 
operations that are orders of magnitude faster, 
Ondat makes Kubernetes an enterprise-ready 
MongoDB platform.
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Predictable better performing queries  
on out-of-memory sets

MongoDB performs best on Kubernetes when the entire 
dataset can fit within the available RAM on the host node. 
However, the costs of RAM have traditionally limited the 
scale of applications and datasets that can be run in kube-
native Mongo.

For larger enterprise datasets, Mongo’s Wired-Tiger 
storage engine will keep as much data as possible in an in-
memory working set, but as the dataset grows, Mongo will 
automatically move less frequently accessed data to disk. 
The performance impact can be dramatic, as MongoDB is 
left struggling to read data from slow disks rather than fast 
RAM.

Ondat alleviates the performance  
impact of outsized MongoDB working 
sets and provides a cost-effective 
solution for ensuring application 
performance at scale 

With Ondat, Kube-native MongoDB instances can 
read data directly from fast local storage, with reliable, 
predictable performance, rather than network-attached 
storage that introduces possible bandwidth limitations 
and performance constraints. And for running at scale, 
Ondat enables MongoDB admins to highly use performant 
local disk storage, enabling them to run large enterprise 
datasets without the vast expense of matching RAM.

Increased checkpoint and  
journal performance

Mongo now offers tunable guarantees around write 
consistency and safety using a combination of 
checkpoints and journals. When a MongoDB process 
is interrupted, it can quickly restore data from the last 
checkpoint utilizing the journal. To strike a balance 
between performance and safety, MongoDB defaults 
to persisting the checkpoint every sixty seconds. While 
this is fine for many use cases; this is unlikely to meet the 
Recovery Time Objective (RTO) for high-scale, critical 
applications.

Ondat’s deterministic performance enables MongoDB 
administrators to safely increase the checkpoint and 
journal frequency, delivering higher levels of data 
resiliency without a performance penalty. 
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Free Your Data 
Kubernetes has transformed the way modern applications 
are deployed. Using Kubernetes, teams can fully utilize 
techniques such as GitOps and CI/CD to deploy software in 
a truly agile manner. And while Kubernetes brings significant 
advances in scheduled workloads by default, Kubernetes 
persistent volumes are not ready for high-scale production 
workloads. Inconsistent features, expensive cloud storage, 
and poor performance can challenge operators of Kubernetes 
to run mission-critical persistent applications at scale. 

Ondat brings peace of mind by offering production-ready 
Kube-Native  persistent volumes. Ondat allows you to run 
your most mission-critical persistent applications within any 
Kubernetes cluster, either in the cloud or on-premises, without 
compromising reliability or performance. And by offering 
operators a single cohesive persistence layer for Kubernetes, 
their business data can finally move freely between platforms. 
 

How Ondat Works
Kubernetes cluster

Key features at a glance

Performant
• Deterministic   

performance 
• In-memory  

caching 
•  Data locality

Reliable
• Highly resilient   
• Real-time data 

replication
• Block-level 

checksums

Manageable
• Kube-Native
• Configurable  

cluster 
architecture 

• Native API 

Secure
• Secure by default 
• Encrypted at rest
• Kubernetes  

integrated 

Deployable
• Runs on any  

infrastructure
• Easy to install

Observable
• Fully 

observable 
• Granular 

logging


